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Primer Video Script

Phone Funnel - Primer Video
Outline -Problem/Agitate/Solve
Notes: The following is an outline you can use as a jumpstart for your
own primer video. The video should only be 2-3 minutes long and
should serve as a “teaser” for the main video.

This scipt teases a hypothetical Mastermind. This is just an example, you
can easily modify framework/copy for your own product/service. There
are instructions in [Brackets] to help you.



[Reinforce Prior Positive Action]
Thank you very much for requesting your FREE video.
It could be the most video you’ll ever watch in your business-building career!

[Introduce The Problem]
Look, I know what it’s like to be “stuck” running a business that has stagnated or shrunk.
You keep spinning your wheels trying solution after solution from all the “gurus”...hoping something
will work.

[Agitate The Problem]
The problem is you’re applying “band-aid” solutions to a more serious problem
...you don’t have a reliable, predictable way to attract more customers!
This will always leave you stressed out and tired in your business...always wondering where you’re
going to get your next customer.

You may even be doubting yourself--wondering why you got into business in the first place!
Not only that, but you’re stuck trying to fix this mess all by yourself--with nobody else to talk to!



[Here’s The Solution]
Thankfully, I have a solution!

It’s called the Massive Success Mastermind and it’s going to give you the shortest path toward making
customer acquisition systematic and certain.

You’ll be able to shortcut YEARS of trial, error and “false starts” so you can experience accelerated
success in 12 months.

In fact, some people have doubled their business in a matter of months!

Plus the Mastermind also gives you a safe place where you can comfortably share your wins, and will be
there when you need support.

(We all have the same goals and “get” you here!)



This will allow you to double or triple your business faster than you ever could on your own.
It will also help you solve the problems and frustrations that are keeping you up at night in your
business.

Not only that, but you’ll no longer feel like a “stranger in a strange land” when it comes to fulfilling
your business goals.

You’ll finally be around people who “get” you!

If you want to know more, then go ahead and hit “Reply” and we’ll send you a video explaining
everything.

You can also click on the link at the end of this message.

I am not sure how long I’ll have this video up. I also don’t know how many spots will remain available.
So go ahead and hit “Reply” or click the button below if you want to see the video now.



Primer Video Script
Phone Funnel - Primer Video
Outline - Star/Story/Solution
Notes: The following is an outline you can use as a jumpstart for your own
primer video. The video should only be 2-3 minutes long and should serve
as a “teaser” for the main video.

This script teases a hypothetical Mastermind. This is just an example, you
can easily modify framework/copy for your own product/service. There
are instructions in [Brackets] to help you.
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[Reinforce Prior Positive Action]
Thank you very much for requesting your FREE video.

It could be the most video you’ll ever watch in your business-building career!

[Star]
My name is John Smith and I’m one of the world’s most talented Internet marketers.

I’ve presided over many 7-figure launches and bought and sold multiple businesses.

[Story]
But it wasn’t always this easy.

I struggled so many times to make ends meet.

I loved Internet marketing and I loved the “work from home” lifestyle it gave me.

But I had a hard time making a lot of money from it.

It was so hard that I almost considered quitting and going back to working my 9-5 job.



[Solution]
Then I found a solution that helped me stop “spinning my wheels” in my businesses.

It allowed me to make more progress in 2-3 months then I have in 3-4 years.

Plus I didn’t feel lonely doing it, either!

I had a support system of like minded entrepreneurs I can use to share wins and victories.

So I didn’t have to feel like a “lone ranger” all the time.

Now I am considered a successful “Internet marketer” by my peers.

And now I want to share this gift that took me out of a rock and a hard place...

...and made me one of the most successful Internet marketers in the world!

It’s called a Mastermind.

And I invite you to my personal version of a Mastermind so you can start achieving your business
goals faster.



It’s called the Massive Success Mastermind and it’s going to give you the shortest path toward
making customer acquisition systematic and certain.

You’ll be able to shortcut YEARS of trial, error and “false starts” so you can experience
accelerated success in 12 months.

In fact, some people have doubled their business in a matter of months!

Plus the Mastermind also gives you a safe place where you can comfortably share your wins, and will
be there when you need support.

(We all have the same goals and “get” you here!)

This will allow you to double or triple your business faster than you ever could on your own.

It will also help you solve the problems and frustrations that are keeping you up at night in your
business.

Not only that, but you’ll no longer feel like a “stranger in a strange land” when it comes to fulfilling
your business goals.



You’ll finally be around people who “get” you!

If you want to know more, then go ahead and hit “Reply” and we’ll send you a video explaining
everything.

You can also click on the link at the end of this message.

I am not sure how long I’ll have this video up. I also don’t know how many spots will remain available.

So go ahead and hit “Reply” or click the button below if you want to see the video now.



Main Video Script
Phone Funnel - Long Video
Script And Template
Notes: This is an example of a “long video script” for the Phone Funnel
Blueprint™. This copy is for a hypothetical financial product.

You’ll see the outline of the script in [Brackets] with instructions for what
to put in that section. That way, you can use this script as a model for
your own long video!
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[Attention Grabbing Title]
How To Bank Consistent, Reliable Cash From The Markets Without Having To Be “Right” All The Time!

[What You’ll Discover]
Hi there, this is John Smith and we are going to have a lot of fun on this special training this evening.

That’s because you’re going to discover how to bank consistent, reliable, cash from the markets without
having to be “right” all the time.

Now I know the title seems a little unbelievable. And maybe you’re a little skeptical right now.

Plus you’ve probably used to traditional “stock marketing investing” where you buy a stock, wait for it
to go up, and perhaps—if you’re lucky—get a decent gain out of the stock.

You’ve probably even have heard about day trading—where you have to sit in front of the computer all
day trying to “time” the market and make a profit based on fluctuations in daily price.

This presentation could be a HUGE turning point in your career because you’re going to discover how you
can be 100% wrong with your trades and still rake in consistent cash from the markets.

And the best part is you don’t have to sit in front of a computer screen all day reading stock charts.



Nor do you have to feel like you’re “gambling” or about to lose all of your trading capital.

That’s because you can implement this strategy from supreme safety—thanks to conservative trades that
turn into substantial ingoing income from week to week and month to month.

This allows you to trade with confidence because your trades are following a proven system with YEARS of testing...

Just follow the system, and you’ll start banking $800, $3000, $10,000 an UP with very little or no
risk—in as little as a few days—independent of market conditions.

Now I’m sure a lot of active traders and many of the “gurus” are going to disagree—and might get pretty
DARN ticked off at what we’re going to share in this training.

And I know that a lot of traders are going to want to kick in the computer screens right now.

But we are tired of seeing good people fall for “pie in the sky” trading schemes that does nothing but
wipes out their brokerage account.

So I encourage you to suspend any skepticism you may have and pay attention to every single minute
of this training. Because it could literally change your life, that is, if you take the appropriate action and follow simple
instructions.



[Who This Is For]
This is for anyone who has ever gotten “screwed over” by the markets.

This is also for people who look at the markets as extremely complicated.

My goal...

...Is that...if you stay until the end, our special guest is going to give you a “behind the scenes” look
at how he made:
— $3,375.00 on Linkedin in 14 days
— $2935 on Google in 30 days
— $2,230.00 on Netflix in 18 days
— $2935 on Keurig Green Mountain in 14 days plus,
—$1765 on Russell iShares in 21 days...

...all without having to endure the pressure of having to be “right’ on all his trades.

And he did it without using traditional stock trading strategies all those “instant experts” tout on
financial news networks.

All that adds up to $13,241.50 in 30 days after broker commissions!



This is truly something you’ll have to watch...and I guarantee you’ve never seen anything like this.

[Imagine if...]
Imagine if you can get these kind of returns on your trades without having to waste your time trying to read stock
charts!

And think about how happy you’ll be when you FINALLY have a trading system you can rely on.

That’s why it’s critical that you turn off anything that could distract you from absorbing everyone on this training. That
includes any email notifications, instant messages, extra browser windows that are open—or anything else that could
prevent you from absorbing every single minute of this training.

If you can give me that commitment, then I commit to show you a system an income-generating strategy
that allows to alleviate a lot of the risk of traditional stock investing—and puts you in the driver’s seat of potentially
changing your financial future.

Surely, that’s worth closing anything that could distract you from this training for about 40-50
minutes, doesn’t it?

So go ahead, take a second and close all of your browser windows, turn off your cellphone, and shut down
any instant messaging apps and pay attention to every single minute of this presentation. Go ahead and do it now.



(Pause for a second)

OK, are we all set? Great, well let’s get started then.

[Why Listen To Me: Story]
Now I want to introduce you to the expert who is going to show you this simple strategy that allows you
to bank consistent, reliable cash from the markets.

He is none other than Jim Johnson—who has been picking winning stocks for over a decade, and offers a
number of elite active services to traders all over the world.

Now you’ll hear more about Jim in a second, but for now, let me give you a “Cliff’s Notes” version of why you need to
listen to Jim and why he’s qualified to teach you on this webinar.

Now Jim is a trusted industry spokesperson and is called on by companies like Reuters, Chicago Derivatives Desk, the
Wall Street Journal, Barrons, Thestreet.com, and USA Today to provide insight on trading strategies.

He has appeared on PBS and the Nightly Business Report, while maintaining weekly appearances on
Bloomberg Television to discuss the markets.

In fact, here’s a video of Jim in action on Bloomberg network sharing his stock picks.



And now, without further ado, here’s Jim. Welcome Jim.

JIM: Why thank you very much John. It’s a pleasure to be here, and I am extremely excited to share what it has taken
me over two decades and a LOT of experience to discover.

Like John said, I’m going to show you an income-generating strategy that’s going to bring in consistent, reliable
income from the markets.

And I guarantee that this strategy is nothing like you’ve seen before because it “goes against the grain” of what other
people teach regarding investing in the stock market.

In fact, I’m going to show you that traditional stock market investing is like going to Vegas and betting on red or black.

That’s right, the majority of traders are nothing more than gamblers with a capital G!

With my strategy, you won’t have to gulp down fistfuls of antacid with every trade.

Nor will you have to risk losing all the money in your account.

More on that in a second... but for now let me talk about why you should listen to me.



Now, like John said, I’ve been involved with the markets for the past couple decades and I get featured on television all
the time to provide insight on the markets. Here’s another screenshot of me on CNBC giving more insights on the
markets. (Insert screenshot)

In fact, my company Trading Strategies was named on the Inc.500 list of the fastest growing companies. And, like
John said, I’ve been featured on Barrons, SmartMoney, Forbes, USA Today, and Kiplingers.

I’ve been picking winning stocks for a decade and offer a number of elite alert services to traders all over the world.

And 100,000 traders cling to my advice I offer via my paid and free newsletters.

Now not to brag or anything, but let’s just say that I’ve done a lot of things right to get to where I am...

But I’ve also done a lot of things wrong.

And I’ve also witnessed a lot of traders following the same ol’ conventional and flawed trading strategies they teach
you on television, books and seminars...to the point that they get wiped out of the market and swear they’ll never place
a trade again.

That’s because the “mediocre majority” picks stocks based on what they read on the newspaper, combing
what their brokerage account recommends buying, and hunting for “winners”.



Unfortunately, this process for hunting for winners typically involves reading CNN Money, picking up hot stock tips from
your moronic co-worker, and outright guessing.

That’s why most stock pickers and investors regularly lose money while only a small fraction report significant gains.

In fact, in 2015...when the S and P 500 ended almost exactly where it started—where most people should have broken
even or perhaps even made money—nearly 70% of investors lost money that year.

That goes to show that it’s pretty damn risky to trade stocks.

In fact, my first trading service I started while I was still a teenager barely out of high school had to do with picking
stocks.

I was able to pick a lot of winners, and many of my readers were getting the same returns.

But the risk was extremely high.

In fact...I learned really quickly that stock picking is really equivalent to “gambling”...where you’re

always obsessed with finding the right winner and are constantly scared to death of the next down rally. And you
know how it goes when you gamble—the house ALWAYS wins in the long term.



Same goes with trading stocks. Sure you’ll pick one or two winners, but you’ll end up picking 8-10 losers that negate
any of the gains you got from the winners.

And don’t get me started on day trading, where you sit there and attempt to profit from daily stock gyrations.

Did you know that various studies show that somewhere around 95% of day traders lost money? And, sometimes, they
lose ALL their money!

In fact, professors Brad Barber and Terry Odeon from the University of Berkeley found that active traders find that only
1% of these traders cal call themselves “predictably” profitable.

It reminds me of a story of a day trader named Joe. He was a gung-ho active trader with six years under his belt.

He thought he’d seen it all and felt invincible to his ability to find and profit from daily stock gyrations.

But he was wrong.

Within a two week period, he watched in horror as 80% of his account vaporized before his eyes after placing several
trades.

He set himself up for the kill and didn’t even know it.



What happened is typical of those with the day-trading mentality...who think they can “time” the market
and profit from the daily fluctuations of stocks.

See, Joe thought he had a grip on the market. A lucky streak over the course of a couple of months saw
his account balloon by over 500%.

Joe figured he’d load up on as many contracts as his account could bear.

Because he was sure the market was about to take off like a rocket. So he placed his trades and didn’t
bother hedging his positions.

The next morning he woke up and almost passed out because 1/2 of his account vanished into thin air....
overnight!

In desperation... and wrongly thinking this was just some kind of “fluke”... Joe liquidated half his current positions
hoping to catch a break when the market rebounded.

Over the next two days of light volume pullback his account kept shrinking.

But Joe was hoping beyond all hope the market would rally again.



Three days later the market started chugging along.

Joe was relieved and eager to prove the market wasn’t going to make a fool out of him.

So he He plowed in. Maxed out his margin. Biting his nails in the hope the market would blast off.

It didn’t.

Over the following two weeks the market chopped him to pieces.

When the dust settled, Joe’s account was down 80%.

Dejected, Joe swore never to trade again... while... at the same time... trying to figure out how to claw his way back.

Although, I’ve changed the name, the story is true. And it plays out in one form or another every day the market is
open.

So after doing this for 10 years and witnessing many people getting their heads handed to them in the markets thanks
to conventional strategies taught by the talking heads on all the financial news channels and the Internet...

...I’m here to tell you that the odds are stacked against you to the hilt if you use traditional trading strategies.



Plus you have to be EXTREMELY lucky to make consistent, predictable money in the markets. Sure, you’ll get lucky and
pick some winners thanks to dumb luck, but most of your trades are going to be losers.

But, as I just showed you through my unfortunate friend Joe, the chances of you getting creamed out of the market
and wiping out your brokerage account is huge.

In fact, if you use the same conventional and flawed strategies “everyone else” uses, you might as well plan on
losing...and losing BIG.

Now I...and many other people who have lost their shirts in the markets have painfully discovered all this the hard way.

But you get to “cheat” and discover this the easy way....

Now the hard way...the way that most talking heads and “instant experts” on television teach you to do is to pick a
stock and “hope and pray” it will go up. And you have to wait weeks, months, even YEARS for this to happen.

And, like I said, you have to “hope and pray” that you’re one of the lucky 5-20% that actually become profitable by
picking stocks the traditional way.

PLUS, and don’t forget...all your trades are subject to market conditions. If you’re trading in a “bear” market, your
chances of becoming profitable with your trades go down.



So that’s a double whammy for you there...the odds are already stacked against you when you’re picking stocks—
independent of market conditions. But things get worse when you’re trading in a down market...which could last for
years.

The hard way is also to absorb an enormous amount or risk...to the point that you’re constantly worried about your
trades and wondering if you’re going to lose all your money. You find yourself going to bed at night sweating whether
the market is going to go up or down, checking CNBC to see if the Dow is going up or down that day.

This leaves you in a constant state of anxiety wondering if you make the “right” pick and if you’re going to lose your
money.

This eventually affects your daily life...including how you perform at work, the amount of quality of time you spend with
family, and your outlook for the future.

The other hard way other people attempt to Make money in the markets is day trading—where only 1% ever become
profitable. Trying to take advantage of daily market fluctuations to make money in the markets is like gambling on a
slot machine in Vegas...your chances of coming out ahead are slim to none!

Now do you want the easy way that allows you to bank consistent, reliable, cash from the markets without having to
be “right” all the time...independent of market conditions and without the fear of getting your brokerage account wiped
out?



In fact, like John said, I used this simple strategy to make $3,375.00 with one trade in just 14 days, and even $2935
dollars on another trade.

Now I’ll tell you more about these trades later in this training, but it’s amazing how fast and lucrative this strategy works
when you know what you’re doing.

And, remember...this strategy works...even if you screw up 100% of your trades!

I know, I know...this goes against the grain on traditional stock trading and goes against what most of the “gurus” tell
you.

But once you implement what I’m going to share in this training, you can still make money from a trade even if the
price moves against your favor.

Not only that, but you’ll get paid by other traders when you place a trade. That’s right, this allows you to “be bigger”
than your average level street trader—which limits potential losses.

This is something that flies in the face of traditional stock trading—and is something that even seasoned experts don’t
know about! But you’ll discover this “insider” secret when you stay with me and keep watching every second on this
training.



You’re also going to discover how you can make small, but predictable gains. Look, you’re not trying to hit home runs
here. You want to hit singles and doubles which are much easier to nail. Plus there’s less risk too.

But don’t worry, once you know what you’re doing and are consistent at working this system, those small singles and
doubles—$800 here, $1000, there...and maybe $1200 a couple days from now—can really add up. The best part is you
you can get started in as little as a few minutes once per week without having to glare at computer screens all day, or
rack your brains trying to figure out chart patterns or feel like gulping fistfuls of antacids every time the markets go
down.

Now imagine what it would be like if you were able to $800, $1200, even $2500 every week on top of what you’re
making right now. Serious, for just a minute, close your eyes, and think about it.

Would you pay down some of your credit card bills and get out of debt?

How about using some of that money to pay your house, rent, or house payment?

Maybe you can take a vacation with your beloved, or buy that car you’ve always wanted?

Just take a second and think about what it would be like to bank consistent, reliable cash without
having to do a lot of “hard work”.



Now I’ll tell you more about these trades later in this training, but it’s amazing how fast and lucrative this strategy works
when you know what you’re doing.

And, remember...this strategy works...even if you screw up 100% of your trades!

I know, I know...this goes against the grain on traditional stock trading and goes against what most of the “gurus” tell
you.

But once you implement what I’m going to share in this training, you can still make money from a trade even if the
price moves against your favor.

Not only that, but you’ll get paid by other traders when you place a trade. That’s right, this allows you to “be bigger”
than your average level street trader—which limits potential losses.

This is something that flies in the face of traditional stock trading—and is something that even seasoned experts don’t
know about! But you’ll discover this “insider” secret when you stay with me and keep watching every second on this
training.

You’re also going to discover how you can make small, but predictable gains. Look, you’re not trying to hit home runs
here. You want to hit singles and doubles which are much easier to nail. Plus there’s less risk too.



I know a lot of traders who were able to quit their 9-5 jobs and trade full time thanks to this strategy I’m about to
share with you.

But you can get started “part time”—with as little as a few minutes once per week to place your trades. 

That’s how POWERFUL this strategy is...and it could forever change your financial future!

[Why I’m Teaching This]
I want to show “normal” people how to trade the markets without the feeling you’re going to lose your shirt.

All the Wall Street fat cats would rather keep their secrets to themselves.

Well, I used to be one of those “fat cats” and it’s time for me to let my secret out!

Like I said before, I’ve used this trading strategy inside my private portfolio with my own money to earn..
— $3,375.00 on Linkedin in 14 days
— $2935 on Google in 30 days
— $2,230.00 on Netflix in 18 days
...and, in the same window, I’ve also personally banked
— $2935 on Keurig Green Mountain in 14 days plus, $1765 on Russell iShares in 21 days!

All that adds up to $13,241.50 in 30 days after broker commissions.



Not bad considering most people don’t year that kind of dough slaving away 40 to 60 hours a week at a job...cursing
every last minute they’re stuck in traffic and consumed by the rat race day in and day out. 

Now I’ll show you how I structured three of these trades a little later. But, for now...let me tell you that:

My Results Are Not Typical. I have 30 years of experience in the markets and I am sharing a trading system that has
allowed me to earn consistent, reliable income from the markets. My results are certainly not typical and the average
person who buys any training gets zero results....not because the strategy doesn’t work, but because they don’t take
action.

Further, investing is inherently risky. While a potential for reward exists, by investing, you’re putting yourself at risk.

My system is for conservative traders who don’t have the stomach for a lot of risk. But there IS some
risk involved.

Also, past performance is not indicative of future results. No representation is being made that you’ll be able to
achieve the same profits or losses similar to those that are discussed in this training. Market conditions fluctuate,
and your results depend on many factors—including how well you apply what you’re discovering today.



[You’ll Learn 1-4 Secrets]
Now we got that out of the way, let me reveal the three “secrets” the so-called experts and most traders will NEVER
know when it comes to making consistent, predictable income in the markets.

The first secret is to trade weekly options to profit from the markets. Now don’t worry, this isn’t the “usual” options
strategy that boosts your chances of losing all your money.

I have discovered a different way to use options to put cash in your pocket every week and every month as a trader.

The second secret is to become a SELLER of options instead of the buyer. This puts you at a powerful position as a
trader...and puts you a “step above” the average “gambler” who’s playing Russian roulette with their money.

And the third secret is a strategy where you use credit spreads to hedge your trades. This protects you from huge
losses and allows you to make money...even if you screw up 100% of your trades.

Now these are “unconventional” trading strategies you won’t read about in any investing book, see being talked about
on CNBC, and even Wall Street insiders are clueless about these strategies.

Yet, when implemented, they can help you bank consistent, predictable income from the markets—irregardless of
market conditions...and even if you screw up 100% of your trades.



[Reveal Secret #1]
Now let’s talk about the first secret that’s going to boost chances of making consistent, reliable cash in the markets. It’s
all about trading weekly OPTIONS.

Now Before you dismiss this as a risky way to leverage off of stocks hear me out. Because I’m not talking about
BUYING options and hoping they won’t expire worthless. This is a whole other ball game.

So hang with me here you’ll discover one of the most exciting ways to put cash in your pocket every
week and every month as a trader.

Now before I do that, let me give you a little background on this amazing trading vehicle...

In October of 2005 the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) – the largest U.S. options market –
introduced weekly options.

As opposed to regular options that can expire months or years into the future, Weeklies have a shelf
life of 8 days. Every week on Thursday, new weekly options are created for more than 325 securities.
These include equities, ETF’s and equity indices. They expire 8 days later on Friday.

So why are Weekly Options different, better, more profitable and safer than regular options? I think it’s
critical that you understand the differences between the two.



Otherwise, your misconceptions about options in general may force you to miss out on a huge opportunity.

I agree with anyone who says options are inherently risky.

Due to the massive leverage that can work for or against you, trading regular options is a gambler’s game.

In fact, that’s one of the problems with options.

Misguided traders use them to try and hit “home runs” without relying on a well thought out and planned
trading strategy.

I’m not going to go into a full-blown explanation about how options work.

Instead I am going to show you why regular options trading is stacked against retail traders. In
reality, your odds of failure at trading options is 80% to 90% against you.

Those are terrible odds.

I mean, would you go to a regular job where you knew you’d lose money 80%+ of the time? Of course not.

That’s crazy. Yet that’s what retail traders do every day when they put their money on the line with regular options.



In fact, traditional options trading is like burning $100 dollar bills on the side of the street!

Here’s why...

80% of options expire worthless! According to the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, due to time decay, ALL options
constantly lose value as they approach expiration.

And, in fact, 8 out of 10 options never reach the intended strike price before expiring totally
worthless.

So the options buyer has an 80%+ chance of LOSING money on every trade.

Not at smart way to go if you ask me.

Let me give you a fictional example so you see what I mean...

Pretend Mr. Options Gambler buys an out-of-the-money call option on ABC stock trading at $100 a share. He’s
confident it’ll jolt up over the next 60 days.

He’s guessing the underlying stock price will hover around $105 by then.



For the sake of example, we’ll say the call option, with a strike price of $105 is trading at a premium of $2.

One options contract is for 100 shares of underlying stock.

Mr. Gambler is going to shell out $2 x 100 shares = $200 premium to buy this call option with a strike
price of $105.

Got it? Good.

Oh, and by the way, that’s excluding any broker commissions.

So Mr. Gambler pays $200 for the right (but not the obligation) to buy 100 shares of ABC stock at the
$105 strike price. He can exercise his option regardless of the price the underlying stock is trading
at... until... the day the option expires.

That’s 60 days out in this example.

Still with me? Excellent!

So Mr. Gambler is gambling on the underlying stock price moving above $105. If it does he makes a tidy
little profit.



The problem is this: As I’ve already said, according to the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, 80% of out-of-
the-money options bought on a Call or Put basis expire before the strike price is reached.

Think about what this means...

80% or more of the time the underlying stock price does NOT move up (or down) enough... nor does it move
fast enough... for the option to be worth a slim dime on expiration day.

In this case, if the price of the underlying stock fails to rise to the option strike price of $105...

then... the option expires worthless and Mr. Gambler just lost $200.

Actually, Mr. Gambler will likely lose his money for two reasons:

Reason #1: The moment he bought the option he is in a LOSING position because he paid a premium to get
into the trade.

Reason #2: Time decay begins eroding the value of his position as soon as the trade is placed.

This illustration shows you that Buying Calls and Puts places an options buyer at...



An Immediate Disadvantage With Two Strikes Against You

And you lose the money (the premium) paid for the option 80% of the time or more. The odds of making money
trading options this way are just too slim to make any sense.

Which begs the question...

DISADVANTAGE #2: Buying options is the worst position to be in! When a buyer purchases an option, the premium
goes to the SELLER of the option.

The buyer is immediately at a disadvantage because they are “out” the price of the option trade. The seller, on the
other hand, is at an immediate ADVANTAGE because they get paid to enter the trade.

This is a crucial point to understand.

The market makers (the sellers) are the ones who end up with the buyer’s losses.

And since buyers lose 80% of the time... that means... the sellers WIN 80% of the time.

How exactly does this dynamic work... and... can a regular “Joe” trader put himself in the coveted “market maker” or
seller position?



The seller of the call option with the out-of-the-money strike price of $105 (from our earlier example)
banked the $200 premium paid for by Mr. Options Gambler.

The $200 premium is IMMEDIATELY credited to the seller’s account.

He’s “in the black” the moment the trade is executed.

The seller gets to keep the premium on the day the option expires if ABC stock is under $105. Which
means the option expired worthless.

Since 80% of options DO expire worthlessly... this means... those who SELL options contracts make a profit
potentially 80% of the time...

...which leads me to the second secret:

[Reveal Secret #2]
You need to be the SELLER Of Options, Instead of the buyer!

Look, which side of the trade would you rather be on?



For my money, I’d rather be the seller. But how... how is it possible to be the seller of options contracts rather than the
doomed buyer?

You can sell options in one of several ways. I won’t delve too deeply into the wrong ways of doing it... because... I’ll
show you the best way to be a seller of options that produce income on a consistent basis safely.

But, just to cover all bases, you can sell “naked” call and put options.

This strategy, however, is insane because your downside risk is literally unlimited.

So we’re not going to focus on that.

You can also sell “covered” calls and puts.

Much better. The risk is strictly limited. But you must own the underlying stocks in order to place these trades. You are
therefore limited to how much you make based on which underlying stocks you own and how many fill your portfolio.

The best option is to sell credit spreads on weekly options...which leads to my third secret that’ll allow you to bank
consistent, reliable trades from the market—even if 100% of your trades are dead wrong...



[Reveal Secret #3]
You Need To Use Credit Spreads To Hedge Your Trades!

Now what is a credit spread?

It’s a hedging strategy where you own BOTH a short position at a specific strike price...AND a long position at a strike
price from the underlying asset’s price.

Before I explain how a credit spread works and show you an example here are a few major benefits of this strategy to
consider...

BENEFIT #1: When you sell an out-of-the-money option credit spread you are in a good position to profit. One of the
reasons is because the premium the buyer is paying consists of 100% depreciating time value.

Time marches on against the buyer and in your favor as the seller.

BENEFIT #2: 80% of options expire worthless so you have an 80% chance of making a profit. This is so important to
understand. Options buyers are wringing their hands praying the option does not expire worthless. But in 80% of the
cases it will. You, on the other hand as the seller, can’t wait for the option to expire worthless so you can keep the
premium already credited to your account.



BENEFIT #3: You can choose the probability of success on each and every trade. This is huge. Again, I won’t go into too
much detail here. However, by choosing the delta on a particular part of your credit spread trade, you can
approximate with mathematical precision the probability of an option being in-the-money at expiration BEFORE you
place the trade.

BENEFIT #4: You can be totally wrong on your assumptions and still profit. I’ll give you three examples of how this works.
It’s unlike anything you can do with any other trading strategy. Imagine getting 100% of your trades wrong and still
walking out with a positive return.’

BENEFIT #5: This is a conservative active trading strategy that can produce substantial profits. In other words, your
downside is truly limited. And while your upside is somewhat limited also, the odds of one winner after another rolling
in are stacked in your favor. I’ll explain the limited risk nature of credit spreads a little later on.

The reason it’s called a credit spread is because your account is credited the minute your order is filled. That credit is
the premium the options buyer pays you for the privilege of securing the option.

Credit spreads safely allow you to sell a call or put option because you hedge the risk with a long position.

The long position does require you to “buy” an option... but... that is done strictly as a risk reducing strategy.



Think of it as...a cash-producing “insurance policy” in case the trade goes against your original assumptions.

The option you buy protects and secures your short position and reduces margin requirement. The short position is
what allows you to generate cash from the trade.

No option is bought outside of the security “blanket” provided by the credit spread set up.

Now, as I promised at the beginning of the video, let me show you how I executed the trades that allowed me to
earn $13,241.50 in 30 days after broker commissions.

This will paint a better picture of how I implement the 3 secrets I talked about during this training to make a consistent,
predictable income in the markets without taking on unnecessary risk or having to be “right” all the time.

I hope that video paints an excellent picture of what I consider the most amazing strategy for risk-averse active
traders who crave cash from the markets on a consistent basis... without... all the needless and avoidable risk.

[Here is where you get your prospect to imagine what it would be like to solve the problem/fulfill the desire your
product solves.]
Now imagine what It would be like to trade confidently...knowing you’re not going to lose your entire brokerage
account because you’re just shooting for small “singles” and “doubles”...not large home runs that require you to endure
an uncomfortable amount of risk.



And think about how it would feel to have the POWER to summon profit windfalls from the markets anytime you want
to? What will that do to your finances—where you have a consistent, predictable way to make money from the
markets?

You’ll finally say “goodbye” to all those risky trading strategies that have you staring at a computer screen all day
watching endless ticker symbols scroll across your television or computer.

You’ll also won’t feel constantly “on edge”...nervously watching the Dow and S and P 500...and wondering if
the market is going to up and down.

Best part? This strategy works even in the most volatile market conditions. That means you’ll be
able to make consistent, predictable income from the markets in any “bull” or “bear” market.

In fact, As a member of the Chicago Board of Options Exchange (CBOE), I was a top options Market Maker
for over 3 years during extremely volatile market conditions.

Not only that, but you’ll have an “unfair advantage” over other traders who are starting at charts all
day, or have to gulp down fistfuls of antacid every time the markets go down.



[Summary]
Now I know I just spent almost an hour teaching you how to safely bank consistent, reliable, income from the markets
—even if you screw up 100% of your trades—and even if you are a conservative trader who hates risk...

But an hour isn’t really that long of a time to really go in-depth into this strategy so you can “copy and paste’ it
yourself and start making your own income from the markets.

[You Have Two Choices]

So you can either take these lessons and try to trade options yourself.

Or we continue what we learned today—where you can work with me directly so I can actually help you and
implement everything we just talked about.



[Who This Is Not For]
But if you’re one of those “lazy” types who thinks money grows on trees with no effort...

...then this may not be for you.

[What You Get]
I put together a special package today called Options Goldmine which reveals everything you need to know so you
can start making consistent, reliable money from the markets in as little as 48 hours.

That way you’ll be able to make a consistent, reliable income from the markets and do exactly what I do—without all
the painful trial and error and “false starts” that other traders have to go through in order to profit from the markets.

The Options Goldmine training courses consist of 5 DVDs that covers everything that’ll help you master this trading
system...including:
— How to master the call spread, and how it could help you net immense market gains
— How to maximize your gains and minimize your losses with one easy secret
— The specific criteria you need to stick to for EVERY options trade you make
— How to make money in the markets...even if you screw up 100% of your trades...
— How to determine the probability of an option play being “in the money” at expiration...
....and a whole LOT more...



Now imagine what it would have been like to make the profitable trades I talked about earlier in this training..the one
where I made $3375 on Linkedin in 14 days, $2935 on Google in 30 days, and $2,230 on Netflix in 18 days?

And think about what it would have been like to bank $2,935 on Keurig Green Mountain on 14 days and $1765 on
Russell 2000 iShares in 21 days?

Now take a second and imagine that. What would have done to your financial outlook? Your ability to provide for your
family?

And your confidence knowing you can execute these trades and bank this kind of cash consistently and reliably—
without feeling the pressure of being WRONG all the time?

That’s the power that the Options Goldmine training course will give you.

Not only that, but you’ll also discover how to....
— Build long-term growth to increase your wealth quickly...AND for short term results as well
— How to find the perfect options trade—a skill every trader must learn.
— The common pitfalls many traders fall victim to (and how to use them every time)
— What causes prices to move and the things you should be aware of any time you make a trade
— and whole LOT more!



Look, It would be nearly impossible to lay everything out right here.

But I think you get the idea.

[Here is where to start building value in the price of your offering. We are going to add several “Stack” items that are
a part of the offer, then add several bonuses to boost the value even further...]

The best part is once you claim this system, you’ll have all the knowledge you need to become a
financially independent trader.

I know some folks even started trading full-time once they learned the secrets to doing the kind of
trading I do for themselves.

And some folks are happy earning an extra $800, $1200....even $2000 every 14 days or so just to pay some
bills.

That’s the beauty of Options Goldmine—you decide how “big” you want to take things.

You can either become an independent trader like me—and perhaps quit working that job you hate and
trade full time...



...or you can spend just several minutes/day placing your trades on a part-time basis while you work your regular full-
time job.

Now Options Goldmine is valued at $6,997 because it contains the entire system, catalog of secrets and trading tips I
use to make profitable trades that I announce on my newsletters and publications.

I had worked long and hard to make my way to the trading floors of the Chicago Board Options Exchange, study for
on hours on end to get my licenses..and I had to learn through painful trial and error through mistakes I could have
avoided.

So I had two choices...

The first option was to “go cheap” as possible and try to sell as many as possible. That wasn’t going to work because
giving this system away wouldn’t have incentivized me to REALLY stack the value...

Now the second option was to ask for a much higher investment, but, in exchange, I can devote more resources to
guarantee your success.

So that’s why Options Goldmine is valued at $6,997...because it contains every tip, tactic and secret I have gained
over a 20 year career as an expert in the markets.



Plus the average trader can easily get their investment back by placing winning trades tanks to the methodology I
reveal in Options Goldmine...making the $6,997 insignificant in the long run.

So $6,997 is a fair price to get the most powerful trading system in the world—one that allows you to make regular
money from the markets, make more than their full-time job—all without the gut-wrenching stress of conventional
trading strategies.

[INSERT STACK ITEM #1]
But that’s not all. You’ll also get a 1-year membership to Options Goldmine...where you’ll get my weekly buy/sell alerts.

Look, it’s going to take you a day or two to get started thanks to what you’ll discover in the Options Goldmine Training
Course. So I wanted to give you a “head start” where I just give you my picks and you can make the trades.

Here’s how I’ll be helping you inside Options Goldmine....
I’ll find the right underlying assets to make weekly options trade recommendations to readers...
I’ll figure out the best way to set up each credit spread trade...
I’ll tell you which trades make sense and which ones don’t...
I’ll give you the ideal distance between strike prices to maximize profit...



I’ll show you how to tweak the trade recommendation if it starts wandering in the wrong direction... I’ll tell you where to
place a stop to mitigate losses...

And I’ll show you how to manage each trade recommendation to maximize potential profits 

[INSERT STACK ITEM #2]
Believe me, Options Goldmine is the easiest way to get started trading weekly options using credit
spreads.

You get:
The Wednesday “Options Goldmine” Alerts. Every Wednesday I deliver three trading opportunities directly to your email
inbox. Two of those recommendations will be short-term credit spreads on weekly options.

One trade will be a longer-term credit spread on monthly options.

You also receive the Credit Spread Trading Blueprints. For each alert, I’ll provide an explanation of why I chose it. Plus I’ll
give you complete details of how the trade is structured.

You’ll also get The Friday “Tweaks” And Recap. Tim sends you any changes to the long term positions... plus... a
summary discussing the outcome of the prior week’s recommendations.



Finally, you’ll get The Credit Spreads 101 Video And Guide. We prepared these as a courtesy to you. 

After all, we have no idea what you know or don’t know about weekly options and credit spreads. The hour-long video
and summary guide gets you up to speed.

It covers topics such as: A full description of credit spreads... The benefits of credit spreads... How to transact a credit
spread trade via an online broker... The risk management behind a credit spread... How to trade weekly options... The
benefits of weekly options... The volume and open interest on credit spreads and weekly options. And a few other
important things you must know about.

That way, you’ll start making consistent, predictable money from the markets right off the bat while you consume the
material in the Options Goldmine training course.

Heck, you’ll probably want to act on my picks and alerts AND make your own trades thanks to the training course, I
wanted to give you as many ways as possible to start banking cash from the markets... which is why I decided to
include the yearly membership to Options Goldmine as part of your package.

Plus you’ll also get all of my past trades so you can learn what worked, and what didn’t. You’ll be able to study these
right off the bat as soon as you take action today. This, in itself, is quite an education and will make you a better
trader.



[INSERT STACK ITEM #3]
That means you’ll not only get the Options Goldmine Training Course, but you’ll also get a 1-year memberships to
Options Goldmine where I’ll just give you my picks and alerts.

We currently charge $197/month for this membership, which totals $2364 for the year.

That brings the total value of this package to $9,361.

[INSERT BONUS ITEM #1]
Look, with the Options Goldmine training and the 1-year membership by itself, you’re bound to start earning consistent,
reliable income in the markets...even if you’re risk-averse and don’t like losing a lot of money from your brokerage
account.

But I decided it would be helpful for you to “look over my shoulder” and watch me make a credit spread transaction to
drive everything home for you....so you can take action and implement this system.

That’s why I’m going to do a video tutorial where you can watch me perform a credit spread traction—LIVE and in
person. This will help you become profitable right away and help you avoid many mistakes a lot of beginners commit.

This sure beats trying to execute these trades all by yourself without some kind of a fail-safe “navigation system” to
help you earn consistent, predictable income from the markets...



[INSERT BONUS ITEM #2]
So that means you’ll not only get the Options Goldmine Training Course, and the 1-year membership to Options
Goldmine, but you’ll also get the “Look Over My Shoulder” video tutorial worth $997...bringing the total value to $10,358.

[INSERT BONUS ITEM #3]
Look, you’re going to need to be very good with numbers in order to implement this trading system.

Most “beginner” traders get lost when it comes to this, but I’m going to make it easy for you by giving you my
proprietary Credit Spread Calculator that’ll make making trades a breeze.

I developed this calculator for my own use so I can make consistent, predictable income as a full-time trader.

And I’m letting you use it so you can get an “unfair advantage” over other traders...and allow you to make $800,
$1200...even $3300 per trade...which could really add up to big money.

[INSERT BONUS ITEM #4]
So let’s add everything up...you’re going to get the Options Goldmine training course, a 1-year membership to Options
Goldmine, the “Look Over My Shoulder” video tutorial on credit spreads, and the proprietary Credit Spread Calculator
that’s worth $497. That makes the total value $10,855.



[INSERT BONUS ITEM #5]
Finally, I felt like it was important to help you make common mistakes while trading options and working this system.
So much so, that I decided to create a separate training video showing common mistakes most beginners make
when trading.

This will help you get results faster and shortcut the trial, error and testing “other” traders have to go through in order to
make predictable, consistent income with the markets.

Believe me, I have 30 years of experience behind this video. I’ve made a lot of dumb mistakes and I’ve seen a lot of
“newbie” traders get their clocks cleaned in the markets.

This video will prevent you from making the same mistakes. In fact, this bonus by itself is worth the price of this whole
package by itself because it will SAVE you from burning through your brokerage account and losing 2x, 5x, even 10x
the amount of money I’m asking for this course.

[INSERT BONUS ITEM #6]
But you won’t have to undergo these expensive mistakes. That’s why I’m including the video “How To Manage Losing
Trades To Avoid Big Losses” video tutorial.

So, to wrap it up, you’ll get the Options Goldmine training course, a 1-year membership to Options Goldmine, the “Look
Over My Shoulder” video tutorial on credit spreads, the proprietary Credit Spread Calculator, and the “How to Manage
Losing Trades To Avoid Big Losses” video tutorial worth $497. That makes the total value $11,352.



[This is a good time to add an EXCLUSIVE BONUS to boost the value even more!]

Now I’m sure you’re pretty excited now.

I’m sure you’re imaging how this trading system can change your financial future.

Well, to push you over the edge...and to reward action takers who jump on this offer, I’m going to give you 20 Extra
Plays/week as part of your 1 year membership to Options Goldmine.

This give you more trades to implement so you can start hitting those “singles” and “doubles” thanks to this strategy
and perhaps 2x...even 4x your income.

But this is only going to the first 20 action takers who are tired of making losing trades and getting
their butts handed to them in the markets.

[Here is where you add up the value of all the “stack” items and all the bonuses...] 

Now let’s add everything up.

You’ll get the Options Goldmine training course, a 1-year membership to Options Goldmine, the “Look Over My
Shoulder” video tutorial on credit spreads, the proprietary Credit Spread Calculator, and the “How To Manage Losing
Trades To Avoid Big Losses” video tutorial.



And, if you’re on the first 20 action takers, you’ll get 20 Extra Plays/week as part of your 1 year membership to Options
Goldmine...worth $497.

As you can see, the total value of all this is $11,849...

[Here’s where you talk about how awesome it would be to get all these benefits at the current price. Of course, we’re
going to knock the price down even more, but we want the viewer to agree this is a heck of a value even at the
normal price!]

Look, if all this did was allow you to earn extra income that is potentially 2x, 4x, even 6x the money
you’re earning now...

....allow you to trade confidently without being scared all the time...or feeling the pressure that you have
to be “right”...

...allowed you to sleep better at night knowing you can create consistent, reliable income at will in as
little as a few minutes per day... without having to get another job?

...get you to get rid of all those systems you’re using right now to make a profit in the markets...

...would it be worth it $11,849?



[Here is where you really build up the value...compare the price to other ways they can achieve the result you’re
promising, and why your solution is a bargain!]
Think about it, many people spend $300,000+ on a college degree to get a job that barely allows them to pay their
student loans, food, and monthly living expenses.

Plus you have to wait four years to get out and “hope and pray” you get a job afterwards—a entry-level job that you’ll
more than likely HATE.

With that in mind, paying $11,849 is nothing. Plus you could get your investment back in as little as month—just like I did
when I made $13241.50 in 30 days after broker commissions!

So if you were to invest $11,849 to invest in the Options Goldmine training course and made $13,000 in the first month,
another $12,000 the month after that, and $17000 the month after...you’ll get over 3x your investment back.

Plus that doesn’t count the profits you’ll be able to make during subsequent months—consistent and predictable
income you wouldn’t have otherwise obtained if you didn’t watch this training and discover this proprietary trading
system.

[Get them to see why it’s a good deal....]
So you can see why this is a good deal at $11,849. But since I want to help other traders bank consistent, reliable
money from the markets without having to go through the trial, error and testing I had to endure, I decided to slash
that price to $1997 for the general public.



But, since you took your time to educate yourself about this trading tactic and invest in yourself—you’re truly a cut
above the rest who are just “pretenders” and don’t want to try anything that deviates from the “mediocre majority”
when it comes to trading strategies.

[Reveal the final price...]
That’s why you can get started for only $997...or $397 today and 2 payments of $397 30-days apart if you’re on a
budget. But this reduced price is only for attendees of this training...after this special promotion is over, the price will
go back up to $1997.

All you have to do is go to www.INSERTURL.com and order today.

[Now you have two options - take action, or not...]
So now you have two options.

You can either “gamble” and get wiped out like 95% of traders who get creamed out of the markets because they try
to “Frankenstein” together with their own trading system from a bunch of other experts and “gurus’ to teach traditional
stock trading or day trading...

Or you can learn from me...someone who has over two decades worth of experience in the options game and
is one of the market’s most respected and experienced voices...and implement this system that’s safe, low
risk, and doesn’t require you to be “right” all the time with your trades.



Remember you’re not trying to hit “home runs”...just “singles” and “doubles” where you can make $800, $1200, even
$3200 consistently and predictably—even in volatile market conditions.

Remember, As a member of the Chicago Board of Options Exchange (CBOE), I was a top options Market Maker for
over 3 years during extremely volatile market conditions.

In other words, you’re in good hands here. You’ll be able to trade with confidence without all the usual hassles,
struggles and gut-wrenching failures 95% of active traders suffer.

[Here’s where you insert your Money-Back Guarantee, if you have one...]
So, in a way, investing in Options Goldmine is like a ticket to living on “Easy Street”...
 
You could leverage my experience and alerts into dependable cash flow on a weekly and monthly basis. How can you
put a value on that?

I’m not sure... but... I’ve come up with a way to prove the value of “Options Goldmine” with zero risk on your part.

That’s why I’m backing this system up with a 30-day money-back guarantee.

Invest in the Options Goldmine training program. Go through the DVDs, play or paper trade the alerts I send through
the membership program, and start working the system.



If you don’t like it, no big deal. Just let us know and we’ll refund your money within 30 days and we’ll part friends.

Look, if you model my trades it is likely you will make multiples on your monthly subscription fee. Remember, I made
over $13,000 in just one 30 day period.

Predicting your returns is impossible. But you can try it out at my risk and get your money back in 30 days if you’re not
satisfied. 

Sound fair?

That’s why investing in Options Goldmine training course is a good and sound investment to make. And I’m slashing
the total price by over 90% when you click on the link below and take action today.

[This is where you can insert a variety of closes. Here, we painted a picture to the prospect that they spend a lot of
money on frivolous things like Starbucks, and they’re really investing their money to get more money!]
Look, in case you’re balking at investing in the Options Goldmine training course, consider this:
We all have disposable income. You get a paycheck every month and you use the money towards movies,
eating out, and trips to Starbucks.

Now I’m not asking you to go into debt for this at all.



But what I’m trying to get you to do is to to use some of that disposable income you were going to use to spend on
frivolous things like movies, cable television and eating out...things that will go away in a couple hours...to invest in
yourself and your future earning potential.

Because the money you’re going to earn after you invest in Options Goldmine is going to turn into more money.

Now have you ever heard of Robert Kiyosaki? He is the author of the book “Rich Dad, Poor Dad”...

Now in the book, he talked about the difference between assets and liabilities. He said the poor people buy liabilities,
like cars, boats and other things that causes money to disappear.

But what the rich people do is put their money into investments that turn into more money.

All I’m asking you is to divert some of your disposable income into an investment as opposed to something that is
going to take money away from you.

[Here’s where you RECAP everything they’re going to get...]
So let’s recap everything you’re going to get today.

You’re going to get the Options Goldmine training course...which goes step-by-step into my trading methodology
that’ll allow you to make consistent, predictable income without having to be “right” all the time with your trades.



You’re also going to get one year’s access to the Options Goldmine membership...where you’ll get my weekly buy/sell
alerts so you can make al the trades you want based on my recommendations.

You’ll also get the “Look Over Your Shoulder” video tutorial on credit spreads—where you’ll get to watch me execute this
proprietary trading strategy that’s going to allow you to make consistent, predictable income from the markets—even
if you mess up 100% of your trades.

You’re also going to get my proprietary Credit Spread Calculator that’ll help you place the right trades using this
strategy. This is the same calculator I use with all my trades, but you get to use it when you invest today.

You’ll also get the “How To Manage Losing Trades To Avoid Big Losses” video tutorial that’ll prevent you from making
“rookie” mistakes when implementing this strategy so you don’t commit them yourself...

Plus, I’m going to give you 20 Extra Plays/week as part of your 1 year membership to Options Goldmine. This give you
more trades to implement so you can start hitting those “singles” and “doubles” thanks to this strategy and perhaps
2x...even 4x your income.

All of this equals a total value of $11,849...but when you take action today...



[What To Do Next]
...You’ll get everything for just $1997.

So go ahead...invest in yourself today. Reply with the text “SUCCESS’ and we’ll schedule a call to
discuss whether this package is for you.

[Introduction/Reinforce Prior Action]
Thank you very much for watching my videos about how my Success Mastermind can help reach
your business goals.

You have made an excellent decision that’ll help build the business of your dreams. It’ll also put you
on the path toward less worries, stress and headaches!

[NLP - Confirmation]
You have also proven that you’re a savvy businessperson who doesn’t settle for “ordinary results” but
is always looking to grow and expand their business.

The next step is to schedule a call with one of my “Breakthrough Coaches” to determine if the
Mastermind is a good fit for you.

There’s no obligation to buy anything.



It’s just an informal conversation to determine if the Success Mastermind can help you reach your goals.

[Before you schedule... ]
But before you schedule, I want you to do something:

I want you to imagine what it will feel like to have no worries or stress in your business. Perhaps your business has
been struggling in the past, and you’re looking for an “experienced second eye” to suggest changes you can make in
your business.

I know this Mastermind is what you need to accelerate your business so you can make the impact you want to make.

[What to Do:]
So, if this interests you, I encourage you to click the link at the bottom of this page to schedule your free call.

Thank you, I look forward to speaking with you!


